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￭ Lots of true bugs have been fixed and a number of other problems have been corrected. ￭
DOSWedge and WinWedge are now available. ￭ When multiple bar code scanner inputs are

connected, these are detected. No more multiple set-up files needed. This feature is available in
the NetWedge product. ￭ Many options have been added - including Import and Output options.
￭ In the DOS mode, DOS command line options can be changed to match your application. ￭ A
new menu option allows all of the BC-Wedge options to be quickly accessed from the system

tray. ￭ If BCWedge is correctly installed on your computer, it can be run without installing new
files. ￭ 64K memory limitation has been removed. ￭ DOS version now runs from any PC with
DOS 2.0 or higher. ￭ A new version number was added to track all product changes. ￭ Lots of

"true bugs" were fixed - including such things as various system messages. ￭ The
ScanConfig.ini has been updated to include all new settings including option changes for the

large databases. ￭ A new application installation option reduces the size of the new application.
￭ Corrected various display bugs and added code to handle "wide" screen resolutions and fills
the screen. ￭ DOSWedge has been upgraded to the latest version and is now fully functional in
the DOS mode. ￭ Added ability to specify a default set-up file when the user does not wish to
specify one. ￭ Corrected possible error when running file scan on a separate drive. ￭ Added a

Reset option to allow for complete startup of the application when it has been "hang on
keystroke". ￭ Added Reset feature to allow the user to make changes to the set-up files and

then reload the application. ￭ Corrected problems when using a printer or attached computer. ￭
Added support for users where BCWedge is installed on a UNIX machine. ￭ Corrected "red
screen" problem when using Windows 95. ￭ Corrected problem where BCWedge would not
recognize that a modified set-up file was present. ￭ Corrected error handling during the file

scan. ￭ Corrected problem where BCWedge could not exit
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￭ Inputs data from any decoded RS232 bar code scanner. ￭ Very easy to use - one screen, one
minute set-up. ￭ 100% accurate and 100% reliable. ￭ Windows and DOS versions included. ￭

Supports Com 1 to Com 4. ￭ Adds keystrokes, if required, to automate data entry. ￭ Fully
compatible with any PC or laptop. Requirements: ￭ BC-Wedge for DOS is fully compatible with
ANY version of DOS above 2.0 and the DOS version runs on ANY PC from an 8088 XT or AT on

up! It is fully compatible with any DOS application program and is a tiny 4K TSR. Ricardo ￭
Inputs data from any decoded RS232 bar code scanner. ￭ Very easy to use - one screen, one
minute set-up. ￭ 100% accurate and 100% reliable. ￭ Windows and DOS versions included. ￭

Supports Com 1 to Com 4. ￭ Adds keystrokes, if required, to automate data entry. ￭ Fully
compatible with any PC or laptop. Requirements: ￭ BC-Wedge for DOS is fully compatible with
ANY version of DOS above 2.0 and the DOS version runs on ANY PC from an 8088 XT or AT on
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Supports Com 1 to Com 4. ￭ Adds keystrokes, if required, to automate data entry. ￭ Fully
compatible with any PC or laptop. Requirements: ￭ BC-Wedge for DOS is fully compatible with
ANY version of DOS above 2.0 and the DOS version runs on ANY PC from an 8088 XT or AT on
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IBM PC-Compatible Version The IBM PC-compatible version of BC-Wedge is for use with the IBM
PC-compatible family of computers. Although the software is very efficient, it may not run on
some IBM PC-compatible models. The PC-compatible version is designed for a byte-addressable
or hard disk drive memory, as opposed to any modern computer's dynamic random access
memory (RAM). For more information about the PC-compatible version of BC-Wedge, refer to
the Release Notes or the ReadMe file for BC-Wedge. Source Code: BC-Wedge is a single, tiny
file. No source code was needed to convert BC-Wedge.exe to BC-Wedge DLLs. The DLLs create
the start-up screen, the Com1/2/3/4 settings, and the data entry screen. For more information
and images on the software, including sample configuration files, refer to the Release Notes for
BC-Wedge or download a copy of BC-Wedge. How to Buy: You can buy BC-Wedge for the IBM PC
for $19.95 or MS-DOS for $4.95 from our Web Store. You also may refer to these standard E-bay
offers or call us toll-free for help ordering your software! Web Store: You can order BC-Wedge
for DOS directly from our web store. It is easy to order and the shipping is free. You can
download Freely a downloadable demo of BC-Wedge, for DOS (Windows 95 and above) from our
web store. A complete listing of all BC-Wedge releases is available on the BC-Wedge Project
home page. A complete listing of all BC-Wedge products available is available on our
SoftwareWedge Products page. You can purchase BC-Wedge for IBM PC for $19.95 or MS-DOS
for $4.95 from our web store. You can order Freely a downloadable demo of BC-Wedge, for DOS
(Windows 95 and above) from our web store. Home Page: Web Store: Contact: Phone (USA):
1-800-859-1830 BC-Wedge is freely available

What's New in the BC-Wedge?

BC-Wedge is an easy to use and fully reliable software product that adds a secondary keyboard
to any RS232 decoded bar code scanner and allows the user to quickly and accurately enter
data into the PC. It does not contain any of the advanced features of our SoftwareWedge
products however it does add keystrokes, if required, to automate data entry. BC-Wedge is easy
to use and does not take long to download or install. Once you have it installed you do not need
to have a special set-up program, scan any decoded bar code scanner and you're ready to
begin entering data. If you would like a listing of the components required to successfully install
BC-Wedge please see our specs for Windows/DOS down below for more information. BC-Wedge
Operational Details: When installed, BC-Wedge will create a keystroke file that contains all the
ASCII characters (in order). It will also create a keystroke file named KEY.CMP for
COMMAND.COM. Installing BC-Wedge: BC-Wedge is an easy to use and fully reliable software
product that adds a secondary keyboard to any RS232 decoded bar code scanner and allows
the user to quickly and accurately enter data into the PC. Download or Download and Install BC-
Wedge for DOS: BC-Wedge is an easy to use and fully reliable software product that adds a
secondary keyboard to any RS232 decoded bar code scanner and allows the user to quickly and
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accurately enter data into the PC. Download or Download and Install BC-Wedge for DOS: BC-
Wedge is an easy to use and fully reliable software product that adds a secondary keyboard to
any RS232 decoded bar code scanner and allows the user to quickly and accurately enter data
into the PC. See below for detailed directions (Windows users only) Directions (WinWedge or
SoftwareWedge): How to install BC-Wedge: How to use BC-Wedge: If you would like a listing of
the components required to successfully install BC-Wedge please see our specs for
Windows/DOS down below for more information. Windows 1, 2, and 3 Install BC-Wedge for
Windows 1 or 2 or 3 is not compatible with 4 or later. If you want to run BC-Wedge and you
have a version of Windows 4 or later, just install Windows 4 or higher. Note: As of 1/2016
Windows
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System Requirements:

PC: OS: 64 bit Windows 7 Processor: Intel i5 6600K RAM: 8GB Graphics: GTX 1080 DirectX:
Version 11 Additional Notes: • Steam account required. • Two player local co-op for added
challenge. • Co-op Share of Ownership. • Players control 1/2 share of the mission and must
work together to score the highest overall ranking. • Scoring is taken based on the percentage
of players that have completed the mission
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